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According to many travel sites and vacationers, one of the hottest destination spots is
Antarctica, one of the coldest places on the planet― celebrities including Prince Harry of Wales
and Alexander Sarsgaard have made a South Pole expedition. For adventurous vacationers, or
anyone interested in learning about Antarctica's diverse species, Waterford Press introduces
Antarctic Wildlife, the first and only pocket-sized guide to the continent and the essential travel
companion. Despite the sub-zero temperatures, Antarctica is home to an incredible array of
wildlife, but it's not always easy to know what you're looking at. And without wi-fi or cell phone
service, you can't rely on your smart phone for help. Antarctic Wildlife is easy to read and
understand, with detailed visuals and concise, clear descriptions.Antarctic Wildlife is a pocket
reference guide to more than 120 of the most common species of marine birds, whales, seals,
fishes and marine invertebrates found in this remote region. Beautiful illustrations and detailed
descriptions highlight the distinguishing features of the familiar species eco-tourists are most
likely to see on land and at sea during their visit. Laminated for durability, and lightweight at just 1
ounce, pocket-sized folding guide is an excellent source of information and easy to pack. Made
in the USA.www.waterfordpress.com

“Waterford's Pocket Guides transform a walk on the beach or a hike in the woods into a rich
opportunity.” ― Homemakers Magazine“The “Pocket Naturalist Guides” are colorful, pocket-
sized, laminated, folded guides (3½" x 8¼" folded, open to 22" x 8¼"), designed to be taken into
the wilderness. They cover states and wilderness regions, some featuring all wildlife and some
much more focused (e.g., butterflies, ducks). Yes, they'll require creative shelving (we put ours in
an old map box next to the other field guides), and their life span may be shorter than your
average field guide, but their quality, low price, and variety are worth the inconvenience.” ―
Library JournalAbout the AuthorZoologist Jim Kavanagh has made a career out of introducing
novices to plants, animals, the sciences and world cultures. In addition to creating over 500
simplified nature guides, he has also authored guides to languages, cities and outdoor skills. An
avid traveler and backpacker, Kavanagh's path has taken him around the world to many remote
destinations including the upper Ebook Library, Africa, Australia, and the Arctic Circle (and this is
just the As). He is also the author of a series of state-specific guides to common species and
natural attractions and a children's book on evolution.www.waterfordpress.com
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rfs, “Guide. List many species in the Antarctic.”

Kay, “Informative with great pictures. Includes pictures and short descriptions of birds, fish,
seals, whales and even a few plants. I like the back cover especially, which shows a map of
seasonal ice coverage so I can see how it changes the apparent shape of the continent.”

RSH, “Concise Reference. One laminated fold-up card (approximately 5”X10”) with separate
sections for sea lions, whales, birds, vegetation and penguins. Easy to fold, re-fold to consult
subsets of information.”

Ulla richey, “Very portable. ”

Terpsichore, “Identification made easy that fits in a pocket to take along. This will go with me on
my trip. I've used one of these before and it really helps with identification of animals and birds. It
is laminated and sturdy so will take a lot of handling in the field.”

Nico Coby Sy, “Very informative. I love the way how this pamphlet does it look interesting but
also did quick facts.  I recommend this to anyone who can visit Antarctica one day.”

Kippered Snack, “Handy for visual ID's. Compact and easy to take with for reference on a trip to
ANTARCTICA. I love these little guides though they do not contain much info on the birds, they
are handy for visual ID's.”

Jonathan Miller, “Handy. Handy and attractive intro and over of Antarctic wildlife. I think the tablet
size will be just right- similar to print. Not so sure about any e- version in inclement weather.”

K. Bird, “Good compact guide. Purchased as a gift for a friend who was on a research cruise
down in Antarctica, she loved it and said it was really nice easy guide and kept her and her cabin
mate occupied for a while each evening identifying the wildlife they had seen. It is compact so
great for travelling.”

John Parker, “Just Perfect. IF you are going south and do not know ALL your wildlife then this is a
must”

Becky K, “Compact guide. I got this as a gift for a friend who's off to the Antarctic. Great that it's
compact but also clear.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Not bad.. Some of the drawings are a bit odd, but saves carrying tons of



books.”

CW, “Informative. Very informative guide”

The book by James Kavanagh has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 53 people have provided feedback.
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